
 

Offshore wind will come to Australian
waters, as long as we pave the way for this
new industry
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Offshore wind is playing an important role in Europe's shift to
renewables.

Australia's excellent offshore resources now look like they are going to
contribute to our own energy transition. Last week, the Victorian
government announced ambitious targets for offshore wind capacity of 2
gigawatts (GW) by 2032, 4GW by 2035, and 9GW by 2040.

If this is all built, it will produce somewhere in the region of 40 terawatt
hours (TWh) of power, close to all electricity used via the NEM in
Australia's second most populous state.

Offshore wind offers another excellent renewable option as we
decarbonize electricity. But more needs to be done to turn these plans
into enormous turbines off our coast. We need to streamline regulations,
introduce more targets, fund research and begin building a supply chain.

Policy targets are key

Victoria's groundbreaking announcement comes after federal
government support for Australia's energy transition through the 
Offshore Electricity Infrastructure Act 2021. It provides a broad
framework to enable offshore renewable energy developments in
Australia, and gives greater certainty to offshore wind backers.

Where should offshore wind be built? Key locations are off the
Gippsland coast, as well as the coasts of the Hunter and Illawarra regions
and off Tasmania's north-west, according to the draft 2022 Integrated
System Plan issued by Australia's energy market operator. At least 12
projects are in the early stages of development.

So what do we need to make this a reality? In our recent working paper,
we asked experts from industry, government and the research
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community which policies they believe are needed to get offshore wind
up and running. We surveyed experts across the region, from Northeast
Asia, South Asia and Southeast Asia, as well as Australia.

We found the experts shared strong support for the use of policy targets.
Why? Because policy targets help provide the certainty of an ongoing
pipeline for windfarm developers. Other state governments could follow
Victoria and use targets to kickstart the offshore wind industry.

Targets alone will not be enough. Our experts singled out streamlined
regulation as important. Some European nations have moved to
coordinate offshore wind siting, consultation, and project development
processes. Japan is now looking to adopt this approach.

At present, developers looking to build offshore wind in Australia will
need to navigate different agencies due to separate state and federal
responsibilities. Coordination will help provide greater regulatory
certainty, combined with careful consultation with local communities.
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Expert support for policies to accelerate offshore wind development, separated
by turbines mounted on the seabed and tethered floating turbines.

Floating turbine tech has to develop further

Most of the world's offshore turbines sit on fixed foundations in waters
less than 60 meters deep.

Some of Australia's best offshore wind resources are located in deeper
water. That means we'll need to use floating turbines, which sit on
surface platforms tethered by cable to the seafloor.

This technology isn't as developed as fixed foundation turbines. As this
technology matures and becomes cheaper, it will open up more areas.

How can we speed this up? According to the experts we surveyed, we
can make costs fall faster through government-backed research and
development, as well as supporting commercialization of newer
technologies and processes.

The Victorian government expects local supply chains for this offshore
wind rollout will emerge and become a boon to the economy. But why
keep this to ourselves? An effective local supply chain would be well
placed for the wider Asia Pacific offshore wind market, forecast to grow
very strongly this decade.

We are only at the beginning of offshore wind

Last year's federal legislation saw Australia join nations in our region
including Japan, Vietnam, Taiwan, South Korea and China in 
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establishing policy frameworks to support offshore wind power
deployment.

It's unusual to see federal and state governments seeing eye to eye on
renewables. But that's what we're starting to see with offshore wind. Last
year's federal legislation has had positive spin-off effects clearly seen in
Victoria's new vision for the sector.

Victoria's government believes its mooted offshore wind pipeline will be
a major source of new jobs, throughout the project development,
construction, and operations phases.

  
 

  

Cost projections for offshore wind. Credit: CSIRO Gencost 2021

Some of these jobs will be in coal regions such as in the Latrobe Valley,
which are beginning to transition away from coal mines and coal power
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stations.

As you might expect, planning, building and running offshore wind
farms is complex, requiring coordinating with other users of ocean
resources, measuring wind resources, assessing the potential
environmental impact, developing necessary port infrastructure, and
securing a connection to the electricity grid.

This means that while federal legislation and state government
announcements are vital first steps, they are just the beginning of
building the policy framework and supply chains to support a substantial
offshore wind industry in Australia.

Is it worth it? Absolutely. Europe's thriving offshore wind market shows
us this electricity source is more than capable of competing against other
electricity generation sources without subsidies. Offshore wind could
also provide renewable electricity to produce hydrogen.

What are the next steps?

Australia has offshore wind projects already in early development, with
the Star of the South off Gippsland the most advanced. If this goes
ahead, this 2.2GW project could supply up to 20% of Victoria's
electricity needs.

In Western Australia, a 3GW offshore wind farm has just been
proposed. The project's backers suggest this would be enough to enough
to generate up to 11 TWh of power annually, offsetting around six
million tons of CO2 emissions each year.

Costs are expected to fall and keep falling, if global deployment of
offshore wind increases in line with net zero emissions targets, according
to CSIRO projections.
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It is excellent news that offshore wind has begun to gather real
momentum. Now is the time to consider measures such as regulatory
streamlining, more policy targets to de-risk investments, and investments
in research and development.

If we get these in place, offshore wind could become an important part
of the energy transition in Australia—and help Australian companies
compete internationally for a share of this ballooning new market.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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